


Part 1
1. Our Calling is to represent God’s character and God’s kingdom in our own 

character, our words, and our actions (identity/character, word, deed).
2. We must do that in an increasingly polarized and hostile cultural context where 

(perhaps) the majority of people we interact with on a daily basis do not share our 
biblical worldview.

3. In this context, God calls us to be more concerned for his glory than with our 
personal offense.  A concern for his glory will motivate us to build bridges for the 
sake of the gospel rather than withdrawing or fighting.

4. Engaging in that way requires us to view them as image-bearers of God and 
engage them with respectfully, charitably, and with integrity as we seek to truly 
understand them (and learn from them) while sharing our understanding of things 
in light of biblical and gospel truth.

Part 2
Looked at a number of ways to engage with the lost and hurting during this current 
moment through GRC and GRC partner ministries (5), as well as how to engage in 
meaningful conversations that can lead to opportunities to share mini-grace-stories 
(pieces of our testimony) and the gospel message.

Part 3
Last week we looked at the idea of justice in the Bible and how it relates to some of 
the ways in which it is being represented in our society today.  



● Justice is the expression of God’s own nature worked out in history, and therefore, 
Christians must be concerned for issues of justice in society.

● Biblical justice incorporates a 
○ radical generosity (based on biblical stewardship—everything you have has 

been given by God and entrusted to you for kingdom purposes), 
○ University equality (no partiality to be given; everyone treated equitably 

regardless of class, race, gender, ethnicity, or any other social category),
○ Life-changing advocacy (God calls us to speak for and defend the rights of 

those who have no voice or power; we cannot be concerned only for 
ourselves and our “people,” but are called to speak for everyone who 
experiences injustice)

● Critical theory is a secular approach to social justice that, at the end of the day, is 
inconsistent with the biblical worldview. It:

○ Divides everyone into categories of oppressed or oppressor based on 
group identity.

○ The more oppressed categories that apply to you, the greater your moral 
authority.

○ Offers a different view of humanity, of the problem, and of the solution.

Today
I originally intended to provide a summary of the historical and contemporary “black 
experience” in the United States as a way of seeking to listen and understand this 
prevailing social issue of the moment, but I concluded there is just too much material 
and I’m processing through a lot of these issues myself, and so I don’t feel adequate 
to facilitate a conversation like that tonight.

Instead, what I want to do is think about how we can be salt and light as we engage in 
this conversation.  There are a spectrum of voices within the black community and 
within our society as a whole.  One of the things we all may be tempted to do is listen 
only for those voices who already agree with us and simply look to argue and attack 
those voices that disagree with us.

... 



In order to get at this issue, I want to show three different segments of a recent 
podcast in a series sponsored by The Gospel Coalition called “As in Heaven.”  It is a 
series of conversations on race and justice.

And this particular episode addresses the wide spectrum of opinions on the race 
issue and our tendency to try to find voices that agree with our preconceived notions. 
We’ll listen to three segments that address:
● The “bell curve” of the black experience in America
● The issue of confirmation bias
● The practice of “gospel listening”



The speaker who is being interviewed in this episode is Darryl Williamson, the 
pastor of Living Faith Bible Fellowship in Tampa, Florida.  
He serves on the leadership council for The Gospel Coalition and has contributed 
to several books.
He is a student at RTS in Orlando.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8mWqtBcSVoM&t=924s
20 minutes (15:24 through 35:00)



The Black Experience is not a monolithic experience.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8mWqtBcSVoM&t=2515s
6.5 minutes (41:55 through 47:30)



Confirmation bias:  our attempt to confirm our biases; we selectively sift through evidence 
and arguments to support what we already think.

Motive problem: it is just looking for “argument fodder” and as such is unloving, un-
Christlike, not honest... In short, sin.

Instead, look for a range of voices that make a thoughtful argument and seek to understand.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8mWqtBcSVoM&t=2850s
2.5 minutes (47:30 through 49:50)






